
IV.

San Antonio, Texas:

After having fled Los Angeles in 2008, and having made, what I believed was a 
'fresh start,' in San Antonio, Texas; 'for about a year,' I started getting stalked 
and harassed again, starting about the second week of November 2009.  At the 
time I was a resident of the 'American G.I. Forum' and I was harassed there by 
the majority of the other residents, whom I had no problems with previously.  As 
a matter of fact, one of my 'case managers' 'informed' me that the majority of 
the people that were harassing me there were members of 'Cellular On Patrol,' a 
San Antonio 'Community Policing' group.  Not only was it a relief to finally have 
my perceptions confirmed by an outside party; but it was also instructive to 
discover that the SAPD's claims that it only recruits individuals with no 'felony' 
convictions was complete 'rubbish.'  Many of the residents of the 'G.I' Forum did 
indeed have felony convictions.  'I can name several.'  I guess the SAPD is 
happy to 'conscript' 'anyone' it can, regardless of their motivations, or 'danger' to 
society.

After this harassment went on for about six months, I decided it was time to 
leave the 'Forum.'  As a result of this I was forced to sleep in may car during the 
day, since I worked at night.  I would often park in an inconspicuous place in the 
parking lot at 'Brackenridge Park,' and 'attempt to take a nap for a couple of 
hours.  

Here's what happened to me there:

Saturday May 22, 2010

~9:00am Arrived at Brackenridge Park.

~11:14am Got up due to noise of 'Cellular On Patrol' people parking around me 
and completely surrounding me.  Their little f'ing brats' coughed when they 
passed by on their way out of the parking lot.

Also, 'brighted' by Black Toyota TX Lic: 'TBT 369.'  I believe the purpose of the 
brighting was to use the vehicle as an arrow to 'point' to my vehicle, so that his 
confederates could surround me.



I was surrounded by the following vehicles, which were all gray:

TX Lic: 'TPP 086,' 'LBF Y28,' '501 XTW,' 'HXT 101,' '27WYF6,' 'BJD 1825,' 'TRJ 
099,' '317 ZXD,' 'BR7 Y092,' 'CVS 197,' 'BK7 0680.'

There was a short white male, with a beard wearing shorts and a 'ball' cap, 
guarding their vehicles.  Probably so I did not walk over and try to photograph 
them or write down their license plates.

After I wrote down all the relevant details, that I could see from inside my 
vehicle, I moved to the front row.  After I moved to the front row the 'short male' 
walks over to the front row, where I am now parked and he directs additional 
C.O.P. to my new location.  TX Lic: '812 XM1' is an example.

~12:00pm I leave to look for a bathroom.  When I walk away from the vehicle a 
horn, in the distance, sounds twice.  (It appears they are using a telescope to 
'spot' me.  This is 'beyond' their 'ordinary' field of vision.)  While I am returning to 
my vehicle, I pass Car #2106, which is parked by the sidewalk with its strobe 
lights on.



~12:30pm When I return to the vehicle, after using the bathroom, a horn sounds 
repeatedly, but stops after three blasts.

~12:45pm A large gray van, carrying a family arrives, TX Lic: '812 XM1.'  The 
family exits the vehicle, but for an extended period of time appears to be doing 
'nothing.'

~12:55 A gray minivan Tx Lic: 'BT6 T510' parks behind me, so that I cannot exit 
the stall.  The vehicle is 'unoccupied.'

I laid down to try to go back to sleep.

~1:10pm I sat up to see if the family was still there and I heard a single horn 
blast, in the distance.

~1:20pm The family finally leaves the parking lot.

I suspect the family waited there so long, because they were waiting for me to 
photograph them, as this group did the previous Saturday.  

Analysis: They either think I'm amazingly 'stupid,' 'impulse driven,' or so worn 
out by the harassment that I will be 'easy to provoke.' Hopefully, there's a way to 
use this faulty assumption against them.

~2:40pm Multiple horn blasts sound, I believe to alert their 'team' that I am 
about to leave.  I usually leave at about 3:00pm, daily.

~2:55pm Park Police officer, on Bicycle, passes behind me the moment I get up 
and start the engine.

~2:56pm Park Police Officer, on Bicycle, makes another pass behind me, when I 
attempt to pull-out of the parking lot.  He also opens a 'cell phone' the way the 
C.O.P do.

~2:58pm White sedan TX Lic: 'X52 ....' slows in front of me to below 15 mph.

When turning right onto Josephine Street a gray PU-Truck turns on its lights and 
drives away the moment I pass.  Also, when I leave the Planet Fitness parking lot 
a gray Nissan backs up and drives away the moment I pass.

~3:35pm SAPD Car #7346 P  pulls into 'The Irish Pub' parking lot, the moment 
after I do.



Monday May 24, 2010

~7:30am Arrived at Brackenridge Park.

~9:00am A round faced Mexican male (Park Police), with a white mustache, ~55-
60 years came up to my vehicle and asked me if I was OK.  I responded in the 
affirmative.

He then stated that 'someone' had 'called' and reported that I was 'slumped' over 
the steering wheel.  I then told the officer that that was a false call, since what he 
described 'never occurred.'  He then started making excuses for the caller.  He 
then asked if I was homeless, since I was 'there every day.'  I responded in the 
affirmative.

Apparently this officer knew more than he let on, because it is apparent that he 
had my 'intelligence file,' because he 'knew' that I was 'there every day.'  If he 
already 'knew' all of this, then why did he have to check on me.

~11:50am Two vehicles at the far end of the parking lot were 'targeting' me.  I 
could tell this because they were parked in a way that pointed their vehicles at 
me directly, as if they were drawing an 'arrow' in my direction.  I drove down to 
their location to get a license # from at least one of their vehicles, since the zoom 
lens on my camera couldn't reach that far.  The vehicle on the left had TX Lic: 
'846 XVC.'



Thursday May 27, 2010

2:00pm Arrived at Brackenridge Park.  Otis Elevator truck with lights on, is 
parked directly in front of where I normally park, but with rear-end of vehicle 
facing towards me.  He is parked too far away for me to read his license plate. 
This still appears to be 'targeting,' but with the vehicle facing in the opposite 
direction.  Also, two women, both wearing blue t-shirts, one of which read 
'Sheriff' on the back, left their cars, which were also parked rear-end facing me at 
the far end of the parking lot.  These were both white cars, and were parked in 
such a way, that the rear ends of the vehicles were pointing directly at me.  There 
license plates were:

Vehicle on left: TX Lic: 'BF3 H176'

Vehicle on right: TX Lic: 'BF3 L348'

2:02pm A homeless man wearing a ball-cap walked behind my vehicle.

2:03pm Otis Elevator truck leaves and a gray car immediately pulls into its former 
position, directly in front of me, and turns its lights on, and then off.  The license 
plate of the gray vehicle was TX Lic: 'BN9 K791.'  This vehicle also had a 
rectangular white decal with black text that read [2040] as if the vehicle were 
numbered like a 'patrol car.'  



2:19pm White truck pulls in front of me to the left, then leaves the moment I 
notice it.  

3:46pm I noticed San Antonio Water System vehicle TX Lic: '862 245' (exempt) 
parked to my right with the rear-end of the vehicle facing me.  He also parked in 
this position on Tue May 25, 2010 at 1:43 pm.  At that time it was driven by a 
white male, with a white beard ~65 years old.  On this occasion, however I was 
not able to view the driver.

Also about this time a gold SUV TX Lic: 'NVH 992' parks in front of me to my right 
with headlights on.  The vehicle is actually left with its headlights on as on Sat 
May 22, 2010 as the photos below will show:





3:55pm San Antonio Water System vehicle leaves.

4:25pm I hear a single horn blast, the moment I start to sit up.

5:59pm TX Lic: 'FMC 579' tried to follow me out of the park, so I pulled over to 
let him pass.

6:00pm TX Lic: '83Z LJ6' tried to follow me out of the park, so I pulled over to let 
him pass.



Sunday May 30, 2010

~7:30am Arrived at Brackenridge Park.

~10:12am Got up.  Scanned parking lot, with sun shield up, to determine if there 
were any vehicles or persons targeting me and discovered a gray vehicle TX Lic: 
'KYB 272,' which was parked directly in front of me perpendicular to the aisle, 
when it should have been parked an an angle.  This is even more evidence that 
the vehicle was 'put there' to target me.  Also, the parking lot was almost empty 
and there were plenty places to park, other than directly in front of and facing 
me.

~10:14am A P/U truck pulled up alongside the gray vehicle, also perpendicular to 
the aisle.  The driver then backed-up the truck and parked at the correct angle, 
but still alongside the gray vehicle when there were still plenty of places to park. 
The image was so poor, that I was not able to read the license plate.



Two individuals, got out of the truck.  Both wore gray ball-caps.  Upon further 
inspection, the passenger turned out to be a minor child.  The minor child, at 
first, appeared to be an adult because he was also wearing a gray ball-cap, which 
previously, had only been worn by adults.  Fortunately, no images of minor 
children were captured.

It sure seems like C.O.P. are going out of their way, to get a child photography 
bust.

The C.O.P., in many cities, can be seen in the company of minor children, during 
surveillance and harassment operations, which I consider 'child abuse,' since the 
child is essentially becoming a 'child warrior.'  It is my also my opinion that the 
C.O.P. are using their children as a shield against 'counter surveillance,' which 
they shouldn't be able to do.  For this reason the 'child photography' law should 
be reevaluated.



Saturday June 5, 2010

~10:30am Arrived at Brackenridge Park.  When I arrived, there was already a 
gray vehicle, directly in front of, and facing toward where I normally park, in an 
almost empty parking lot, and there were no other vehicles parked nearby.  Only 
moments after I parked in my normal spot, it was joined by another vehicle that 
parked along side of it, to my left.  I should have photographed it, but I didn't.

~2:00pm I got up.  Immediately a red Coca-Cola van, parked behind me to the 
right, and not in a stall, drove away.  Also, a white p/u truck parked directly in my 
line of sight, two aisles in front of me, drove away at the same time.

~2:10pm Laid back down.

~3:39pm Got up and noticed a Park Police utility vehicle, parked behind me to 
the right, with a uniformed officer standing outside of the driver's side drinking a 
beverage, and otherwise appearing to do nothing.  He was in an ideal position to 
surveil me, and that's what I believe he was doing.  The vehicle had a 'white' light 
bar on top, a bed like a p/u truck, and an inverted triangular shield on the hood, 
like the SAPD shield; however, I'm assuming Park Police.

I also noticed a blue, older model, 'Chevy Blazer,' parked directly to my right, in 
the adjacent stall.  It had a design on both the left and right rear windows.  This 
design showed a pair of watching eyes, looking over a stylized scene of Saint 
George fighting 'the dragon.'  In the lower right corner of the left rear window 
was a decal that looked like the 'Dolby Sound' double 'D' symbol.  In the lower 
left corner of the rear windshield was a decal of a stick figure family, with four or 
five members. When the vehicle drove away later, I was able to read a portion of 
the license plate.  It read, TX Lic: 'XXX 417.'



~4:05pm A white p/u truck with TX Lic: 'KM1 XXX' drove behind me and exited 
the aisle, to the left.  This was unusual because, the driver had to drive over a 
very rough unpaved surface to accomplish this.  It would have been much easier 
for him to exit from the right, as I was parked in the last aisle, and the area he 
drove through was not intended as an exit.

With the Park Police officer still behind me the owner of the blue 'Blazer' and what 
appeared to be his family, returned to the vehicle.  Based on the cop's position 
and the owner of the Blazer's obvious affiliation with 'Law Enforcement,' which I 
was able to determine from the decals, this appeared to be another 'take down' 
attempt.  Boy, these guys just won't quit.  Apparently, it's not enough that you're 
not doing anything wrong, they 'need' to find you 'guilty' of 'something!'

~4:13pm Blue Blazer finally leaves.  That's how I was able to see the decal on 
the rear windshield and read a portion of the license plate.

~4:50pm Another family returns to one of the other vehicles, parked further 
away to my right.  A couple of the doors were 'slammed' very loudly; I suspect in 
an attempt to 'disturb' me, as my entire reason for being in the park, was to find 



a place to sleep during the daytime, since I was employed at night.

At this time, I also noticed that the Park Police officer had left.  I had an earlier 
hunch, that if he was trying to get another 'pass' at a 'take down' that he would 
leave shortly after the family in the Blue Blazer left, and this certainly appeared to 
be the case.

Also, another vehicle parked directly in my line of sight, to my left, and two aisles 
in front of me, was parked with the driver's side door open, with the driver sitting 
in the vehicle.  This is a threat gesture, as this is what the police do, when 
making a 'felony' stop, with weapons 'drawn,' using the vehicle door as a bullet 
shield.  On my way out of the parking lot, I drove past this vehicle to write down 
the license plate.  It read TX Lic: 'BMZ 6567.'

Additionally, parked directly in front of me and to my left in the next aisle, was a 
vehicle, belonging to a family that had just returned.  The license plate read TX 
Lic: '98J NX5.'  The driver was a white or Hispanic male and was wearing a blue t-
shirt that read: 'Sabinal' Fire Department.  The reason I took notice of this and 
recorded it was because fire department employees are notorious for becoming 
involved in 'cause' or 'group' stalking, and it has often been the case, when I am 



parked in Brackenridge Park, that members of this group will surround me with 
their vehicles.

~5:06pm I left my parking space and drove to where the vehicle with the open 
door was parked.  The license plate read TX Lic: 'CKZ 929' as discussed earlier. 
Also, when I finally tried to exit the parking lot, a pair of vehicles, pulled in front 
of me.  The vehicle closest to me had a Florida license plate, which read: FL Lic: 
'E63 3YM,' 'Walton.'



Saturday June 12, 2010

~7:10am Reached the corner of Josephine and Broadway, near Brackenridge 
Park.  When I reached the intersection, I noticed the same vehicle waiting across 
the street, with a missing left taillight, that was waiting at this same intersection, 
the moment I arrived, the previous week.  If I encounter this vehicle in the same 
place again, I'll try to get a license plate.

Also, I seem to get the most trouble at Brackenridge Park on Saturdays.

I suspect this is 'Family Day.'  It appears they don't want me in the park on days 
when families are there.

What a pile of 'crap!'  I guess 'families' are 'all powerful' now, and they can 
exclude anyone they want from any venue or activity.



~7:17am Arrived at Brackenridge Park.  Targeted by a C.O.P. wearing a blue t-
shirt and a helmet, who made a hand-sign, touching the back of her head as I 
approached in my vehicle.

~11:00am Repeated horn blasts, in excess of 25 from two or more different 
vehicles.

~11:09am Two vehicles pulled along both sides of my vehicle, almost 
simultaneously, when there was plenty of other parking in my aisle.

The vehicle to my right was a gray minivan with a missing hubcap and a butterfly 
decal on the left rear window, TX Lic: 'SRS 757.'  When the family with this 
vehicle leaves the parking lot, they slam the doors at least six times.

The vehicle to my immediate left was a black Kia TX Lic: 'HWX 343.'

Several minutes later a gold Chevy 'Tahoe' pulls into the stall two places to my 
left.  When  this family leaves, they also slam the doors several times.

~11:26am The moment I rolled down the driver's side window, there where 
repeated horn blasts, in excess of ten.

Also, the vehicle parked directly in front of me had no front license plate and a 
'neck chord' hanging from the rear view mirror.  This vehicle had Pennsylvania 
Lic: 'HKH 5598.'



Sunday June 13, 2010

~11:05am While driving in the park toward the zoo parking lot I approached at 
patrol car, with strobe lights on, that pulled in front of the vehicle driving 
immediately in front of me.

~11:11am Arrived at zoo parking lot.  Upon entering the parking lot, I passed a 
patrol car, positioned to my left and facing toward me.  Also, patrol car 7268 C, 
was parked, where I normally park, facing to the right.  So I parked in the next 
aisle forward, facing toward the street.

~2:35pm Started to get up.  Two horn blasts sounded in the distance, the 
moment I started to move.

~2:47pm Heard the sound of several slamming trunks behind me, more than six.

~2:53pm Got up.  Noticed gray p/u truck, parked directly behind me.  The truck 
had no front license plate.  The rear plate read temporary TX Lic: '36M5676.'

Also, noticed two teenage juveniles, one male and one female, sitting on an 
embankment, immediately to my right and behind me, in what would normally be 
my 'blind spot' when driving, approximately fifteen feet away.  They appeared to 
be there to observe me, as there were no not only no adults, but no other people 



around, that I could see.  The male juvenile was drinking from an aluminum can, 
which appeared to be a beer can, but showed no label.  I then exited my vehicle 
to read the license plate of the p/u truck behind me.  When I was returning to my 
vehicle the male juvenile asked me for a cigarette.  He appeared to be between 
the ages of fifteen and seventeen, making the granting of his request a crime.

Not only did it appear that his presence and that of his female companion was 
meant to harass me; it also appeared that his goal was also to get me in trouble 
with the law, by having me either photograph him and his companion or by giving 
him a cigarette.

I also noticed another gray vehicle, parked directly in front of me and to my right, 
that also had no front license plate.

~3:00pm I started my vehicle and drove behind the other gray vehicle, so that I 
could read the license plate, which read MISS Lic: 'HCP 417.'  At this time I 
noticed another gray p/u truck, parked directly behind this vehicle, which was 
occupied by a male driver and a female passenger.   I then exited the aisle to the 
left toward the street and this p/u truck, which had circled the aisle, so as to 
arrive at the parking lot exit before I did, pulled in front of me.  The license plate 
read TX Lic: '99P KW7.'  There was also a patrol car positioned on my left, when 
exiting the parking lot.  This was car '2109.'


